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Baruch Alumnus Sidney Harman
Speaks on Business Ethics
By STEPHANIE DAYE
Contributing Writer
Over two dozen CUNY students rallied on
Monday, March 29, with one m-essage and one
message only:  Free CUNY – literally.
Armed with raised voices, flared tempers and
a few clever signs, students from the organiza-
tion called Student Liberation A c t i o n
Movement, also known as SLAM, showed up
— despite the cold — and demanded that stu-
dents be allowed to attend the CUNY schools
for free.
On the day when members of the Board of
Trustees were meeting to discuss the future of
CUNY, SLAM was armed with signs saying,
“Free CUNY” and “Stop The War on Minority
Education” with a determination to be heard.
Alina, a member of the organization, said that
they decided to rally outside because they were
told that they made too much noise in the pre-
vious meetings of the Board.
“It’s a lawful assembly,” a CUNY public safe-
ty officer said.
The members of SLAM, an organization that
has been around for approximately nine years,
are predominantly from Hunter College.
However, they welcome all CUNY students to
join them in the fight for free education.
Eddy Rivera, a SLAM member, believes that
the school should return to its old policy of let-
ting students receive an education without the
high tuition.
“There’s no need for tuition because it was
free during the Great Depression until 1976,”
Rivera said.
One of the most graphic displays of their frus-
trations was through the doll hanging from one
of the branches of a nearby tree.  The fat-bellied
doll bore the face of Chancellor Matthew
Goldstein.  In the middle of the rally, one of the
members tore the doll apart, and once it busted
By MARCIA BARRAN
Editor-in-Chief
Business maverick and Baruch alumnus
Sidney Harman paid a visit to his alma mater on
Tuesday, March 30 for an exclusive talk about
life, the business world, and his new book,
“Mind Your Own Business: A M a v e r i c k ’s
Guide to Business, Leadership and Life.”
Exuding pure brilliance and vibrancy at the ripe
age of 85, Harman led a colorful talk about var-
ious topics ranging from his experiences in the
business world, his own business practices and
especially his views on writing.
“Writing is perhaps the most remarkable gift
to the human race, ever,” said Harman, who
endowed Baruch with $1 million allocated
exclusively towards the creation of the school’s
current Sidney Harman Wr i t e r- i n - R e s i d e n c e
Program, which was initiated in 1998. Each
semester the program invites a writer, journal-
ist, playwright or poet to teach a class on cam-
pus. Students are selected to be in the class
based on a resumé and writing samples. 
Harman’s generous gift to the college stems
from his heartfelt belief that writing is essential
throughout all facets of life. “Writing is magi-
cal. [It] is not just another instrument,” he said.
“I really wanted to find a program I thought
that would be especially fundamental to a busi-
ness school,” said Harman, whose love and
value for writing has led him to encourage his
employees at Harman International to write fre-
quently. “Writing is discovery, and the reason I
press the idea as firmly as I do is that anyone
interested in business who began to write has a
tremendous advantage over people who don’t,”
he added.
Harman is the chairman of Harman
International Industries Inc., a company that
makes upscale navigational and audio systems
used in cars. Harman International also offers
audio and video products for other music ven-
ues, including the home, the computer, stadi-
ums, arenas, concert halls, theaters and record-
ing studios. Its products can be found in brands
ranging from Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, BMW,
to Sony and Compaq, and places such as
Disneyland, United Artist Theaters and the
Vienna Opera House.
With the experience of being part of the world
of business for roughly 60 years while running
a successful company that grosses about $2
million per year, Harman has definitely earned
the right to give business and ethical advice.
“Business is not just about making the buck,”
remarked Harman, who added that the presence
of one’s heart is an essential component in busi-
ness. 
“Business is not just a mechanical proce-
dure,” he said. In Harman International
Industries Inc., Harman stressed the importance
of writing in business as well as the value of
learning to speak on one’s feet. He teased that
his employees would get “shot if they present
something by reading it.”
Specialization, a hot topic in the business
community today, was a strong point Harman
touched upon in his talk. Harman, who does not
believe in specialization, said that it is impor-
tant to have employees who are able to under-
stand other parts of a company, instead of the
one department they may work for. For exam-
ple, it is vital for a company’s accountant to
know and care about the company’s marketing.
“I want our people [to care about other facets of
the company],” he said. Harman said that this
way, workers become “multi-functional busi-
ness people.” 
Harman mentioned that in companies where
specialization is rampant, workers often “live
lives of silent terror” because they only know
how to perform one job and feel threatened that
others may uncover this secret. He claims that
by removing the principle of specialization,
such a fear is alleviated.
With the support and encouragement from his
wife Jane Harman who is on the House of
Representatives Intelligence Committee,
Sidney Harman set out to write this book. “It
took 85 years to write,” said Harman, who con-
siders the wealth of knowledge he has amassed
throughout his life the fundamental basis of his
See BARUCH, Page 4 See CUNY, Page 4
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
The hoopla, drama and fire from one year ago
died out.   The annual USG Presidential Debate
sponsored by The Ticker was a little different
from years past—the candidates agreed and
mutual agreement defeated a war of words.
Presidential candidates Adrian Lovell
(Senior) representing the U.N.I.T.Y. party and
Independent candidate Sime Marnika (Junior)
squared off in the political ring, throwing no
punches and focusing on the issues as modera-
tor Zaneta Reid, Arts Editor of the Ticker had
Current USG President and incumbent (left) and independent candidate Sime Marnika (right)
battled it out at the 2004 presidential debate. (Photo/ Marcia Barran)
See USG, Page 5
By PETER KWON
Circulation Manager
On Tuesday, March 30, The Ticker played
host to an undergraduate Town Hall meeting
with Baruch College President Ned Regan. The
7 p.m. event took place in the multi-purpose
room on the first floor of the Vertical Campus.
This open door event to all Baruch students,
faculty members, and administrators gave all
interested parties a chance to voice their opin-
ions, and have the rare opportunity to direct
questions to the present headmaster of this col-
lege.
The Town Hall meeting was moderated by
The Ticker news editor, Aaron Siegel.
One of the interesting sidebars to this partic-
ular Town Hall meeting is the current tenuous
situation of Regan. On Jan. 27, 2004, Regan
formally announced his plans to resign as
Baruch’s president, to become effective in June
2005. The one question that seemed to weigh
heavily on the minds of many of the undergrads
who attended the event was how effective and
constructive a forum with the president would
be.
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By TAKENORI KANEDA
Contributing Writer
Earlier this semester concerns were expressed
over the schedule grid’s feasibility to allow stu-
dents to take as many credits in a semester
while keeping their jobs. To make this balanc-
ing act between work and school possible, ini-
tially, it was proposed that shortening break
time was a possible path to respond to student
concerns, but this was thought to be problemat-
ic. Instead, a new schedule grid system was
structured to cater to the student’s needs. 
Jim Murphy, assistant vice president of
admissions, planned to shorten the minimum
break time from 25 minutes to 20 minutes to
make it possible for student to attend as many
courses as possible in the shortest time possi-
ble. After talking to college officials, faculty
members and students, Murphy came to the
conclusion that a five-minute change does not
make a big difference.
“We didn’t make the change yet because, five
minutes doesn’t change much…(and also)
break time is important because students need
to talk to teachers after class.” 
Murphy noted as well that shortening the min-
imum break time would mean a re-write in the
B.O.S.S. system, which was undesirable. 
Murphy instead proposed to organize classes
into four sections and proposed, “to put all
courses on a grid for students to be able to take
the greatest amount of courses in the shortest
amount of time.” In this way, Murphy said it
will “minimize the amount of time students
have to wait for the next class.” 
The new schedule grid will be grouped
according to the date the classes are offered, by
the number of credits and by the course number
of the classes. For example, three-credit 1000-
and 2000-level classes offered on Monday and
Wednesday or Tuesday and Friday will be sec-
tioned off into six sections. This makes it possi-
ble for students who can only take 1000 and
2000 courses to not be conflicted time wise
with 3000 and 4000 courses, which minimizes
waiting time for the next class. 
Another reason the new grid system was pro-
posed was to answer to evening student’s
needs. Murphy was aware that evening stu-
dents, who make up around 25 percent of
Baruch’s student body, have difficulty choosing
classes that are desired by them. 
“About 35-40 percent of Baruch’s classes are
offered at night,” said Murphy. “There are stu-
dents who don’t want to take evening classes,
and these students take away seats of those who
want to take evening classes.” 
To resolve this problem, Murphy said that
evening students would be able to choose some
evening classes first. If any of those classes are
still available, day students will be able to
choose the remaining evening classes. 
Murphy noted that there is a national sched-
ule grid trend in which classes are offered on a
M o n d a y, We d n e s d a y, and Friday or on a
Tuesday and Thursday schedule. This schedule
is most undesirable because:
“The students don’t want this, the faculty
doesn’t want this, and the administration does-
n’t want this.” 
It also takes away time students are able to
work which is very undesirable. 




Security in the Newman Library will person-
ally approach students violating the cell phone
policy and ask them to leave the premises. 
The policy regarding cell phone use in the
library has always been that if you want to use
your cell phone in the library you should go to
the phone area [where the phone booths are],
according to Arthur Downing, head of the
library.
“At the same time we’re hoping that we can
make students aware of some of the additional
quiet study areas in the library,” said Downing.
Most people know about the group study room,
but they do not know about the individual study
areas, he said. 
Due to a number of complaints filed by stu-
dents about cell phone use, security has decid-
ed that they will now personally approach poli-
cy violators. BCTC lab assistants have been
more successful in enforcing cell phone policy
in the computer lab because they are able to
direct students to spaces directly behind or in
front of the turnstiles. These spaces act as a
buffer between the two wings. 
In the library, cell phone users are suggested
to use the phone areas to use their cell phones,
and security will now make sure that students
make use of that space and do not disturb other
patrons of the library.
BY JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Editor
Students were welcome to ask about anything
at the Town Hall meeting on March 30.
President Ned Regan had bravely volunteered
to sit in the dunking tank and take them on. One
USG representative brought up the persistent
smoking issue. Regan agreed that smoking by
the entrances is a problem.
Despite the fact that Baruch is a self-pro-
claimed Smoke-Free Campus, with red and
white signs plastered around the entrances,
there is almost always a crowd of students
smoking directly underneath them. It doesn’t
help that there are ashtrays sharing space at the
entrances as well.
Robert Specter, vice president for administra-
tion and finance, supported the idea of smoke-
free entrances, and said that the rules should be
enforced.
A spokesperson for security, who asked not to
be identified, called the idea ridiculous.
“What are you going to do? Tell them to go
out in the street?” the spokesperson said.
“Where are they going to go?” 
The spokesperson also said that smoking
patrol is not the job of security, which is instead
to maintain order and to monitor who enters the
building. “My concern is their health and well-
being, in this facility,” the spokesperson said. 
The guard mentioned that, despite Specter’s
insistence on enforcement, no one had ever
approached security requesting that they
enforce the no-smoking policy. No one has ever
approached security to complain about the
smoking either.
“I don’t see it as a problem,” the guard said.
“I could if they were going out there to sit down
and hang out, but they’re just passing through.
The only people hanging out out there are the
smokers.”
And the smokers themselves are not just stu-
dents. The spokesperson regularly sees profes-
sors and school employees out there right next
to the students. The spokesperson admitted to
also smoking outside the school, although not
right next to the doors, and to asking others to
do the same.
“I take it upon myself to tell them, ‘Guys, step
away from the door,’” the guard said.
Last semester, USG President Adrian Lovell
proposed a designated smoking area outside the
school but away from the entrances, which
could provide a compromise between smokers
and non-smokers, rather than harsher enforce-
ment tactics.
“This is their school. We can deal with it in a
much lighter way,” the guard said. “It’s not my
place to tell them to leave,” adding that people
smoke for a reason.
“A lot of them are under a lot off stress with
these tests,” the spokesperson said.
BY SERGIO KADINSKY
Contributing Writer
On Wednesday April 14, Democratic presi-
dential candidate John Kerry visited the City
College of New York as part of the “Change
Begins With U” campaign, aimed at registering
college students to vote. Kerry, joined by
Senator Hillary Clinton, and Rep. Charles
Rangel of Harlem, received a warm welcome
by CCNY President Gregory Williams and
USG President Lev Sviridov. Centered on eco-
nomic and tuition-related issues, Kerry noted
the rise in unemployment since President Bush
took office, and presented a plan offering stu-
dents free tuition in exchange for two years of
community service, similar to the Peace Corps
created by President Kennedy.
The rally was not without controversy, as a
group of anti-war students raised a banner pro-
claiming “Kerry Take a Stand -- U.S. out of
Iraq!” At the same time, he was confronted by
retired math professor Walter Daum, “You said
‘stay the course,’ but what the U.S. is doing is
bombing hospitals, mosques, and
c i v i l i a n s … i t ’s an imperialist war.” Kerry
responded that it would be “unwise to leave a
failed Iraq.” Not wanting to sound identical to
Bush, he clarified, “stay the course of leaving a
stable Iraq,” to which he won a round of
applause.
When most politicians and celebrities visit
New York, they often ignore CUNY colleges,
preferring instead to visit the elite Columbia
and NYU. The growing presence of
Republicans and leftists on campuses as politi-
cal alternatives and the low voter turnout
among students have prompted the Democrats
to win back the student vote, at a time when it
counts more than ever.
To help Kerry connect with the audience,
Senator Clinton and Congressman Rangel both
gave praise and confidence in his experience
and leadership. Following the City College
appearance, Kerry had a night of fundraising at
nightclubs, raising $6 million at the Sheraton,
and $500,000 at Crowbar, but still far short of




On April 1, second-semester freshmen and
first semester sophomores were invited to a
career and majors fair sponsored by the Career
Development Center and Freshman Seminar
was held in the multipurpose room.  The Fair
was scheduled as the final activity of the
Freshman Career Discovery project, which
begins with the FRO 1000 session on Career
Exploration, followed in the second semester
by administration of the Strong Vo c a t i o n a l
Interest Inventory and follow-up workshops. 
The fair was open to all undergraduates and
advertised via webmail, faculty announce-
ments,and flyers. 
Choosing an appropriate major is one of the
most important decisions a college student
makes, because this is an important decision
affecting both the lives of our students and the
e ffective enrollment management of the
College. 
While there are many pathways to a satisfy-
ing career, we try to educate students on how to
approach major and a career selection as an
ongoing process. The Majors and Careers Fair
is a means for students to gather information
about the various majors and minors at Baruch
so that they  can make an informed decision,
ideally by time they complete their 45th 
credit, but no later than when they reach their
60th credit when they must declare a major.
Among the majors represented included CIS,
Statistics, Law, Natural Sciences, Black
Studies, Management, Marketing, Political
Science, history, journalism and psychology.
A series of concurrent 20-30 minute long pan-
els between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. on various
topics related to majors and careers were held
in event spaces on the second floor of the
Vertical Campus. The panels were sponsored
by student organizations along with outside
p r o f e s s i o n a l s . In addition, the Career
Development Center presented workshops on
Making A Major Decision.  
“We are happy to explain to potential man-
agement majors what classes they will be tak-
ing and what careers the will be moving
towards careers,” said Natasha O’Connell,
president of Society of Human Resources
Management.  
Mark Spergel contributed to this report.Crackdown on Cell Phones in
Newman to Take Effect
No Smoking Signs and Smoking
Rules Outside VC Not Enforced
Update: New Schedule Grid to
Improve Time Efficiency
Democratic Presidential Candidate
John Kerry Speaks at CCNY
Congressman Charles Rangel, Senator John Kerry, and Senator Hillary Clinton stand on
stage at Shephard Hall at CCNY. (Photo/ Reuters)
Students Discover Options at
Majors and Careers Fair
BARUCH COLLEGE, NEW YORK, NY --
New York City Police Commissioner Raymond
W. Kelly will be the guest speaker at Baruch’s
School of Public Affairs spring Public Policy
Breakfast on April 28, and will address his
department’s preparation for security threats in
New York City.
Kelly, the only person to be appointed to the
post of Police Commissioner for two separate
tenures, served as the senior managing director
of global corporate security at Bear, Stearns, &
Co. Inc. before his latest term under Mayor
Michael Bloomberg. He has also served as Vice
President of the Americas for Interpol, and as
director of the International Police Monitors in
Haiti, for which he was awarded the
Exceptionally Meritorious Service
Commendation by former President Bill
Clinton.
The Public Policy breakfasts serve the School
of Public Affairs’ mission of providing a forum
for open public discussion with governmental
and other leaders on matters of pressing politi-
cal and social importance. 
The event is free and open to the public, but
RSVPs are required. The continental breakfast
will begin at 8:00 a.m.
NYC Police Commissioner to 
Speak at Public Affairs Breakfast
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being able to write his book.                
“A lot of business is storytelling,” said
Harman, who also added that much of business
mandates that people engage their customers. “I
wrote it [his book] in the hope that if I reveal
the lessons that illuminated my life, people
would be moved to design their own lives, real-
ly, on their own.”
“It’s critically important if you’re interested in
business to develop your own moral compass,”
said Harman, aiming this message particularly
to the business hopefuls of Baruch College. He
stressed that it is vital for one to enter the busi-
ness world with morals already embedded
within him or an innate sense of ethics, rather
than being told how to act by a governing body.
“What I depend on is the reality that the senior
managers in our company carry out a high
sense of morals instead of having the legisla-
tion tell them what to do,” said Harman. With
decades of experience in the business world
and no scandals in his own company, this
indeed may be one of Harman’s claims to fame.
“I don’t work because of the money,” said
Harman. “But I see the opportunity in develop-
ing a successful business as a marvelous way to
spend my life.”
The answer came in the form of those admin-
istrators who supported President Regan and
made their presence felt at the Town Hall meet-
ing. The notables were Dean Stan A l t m a n
(School of Public Affairs), Dean Myrna Chase
(Weissman School of Arts and Sciences), Sam
Johnson (vice president of Student
Development), David Gallagher (Office of
College Advancement), Robert Specter (vice
president of Finance), Jim Murphy (vice presi-
dent of Undergraduate Admissions and
Financial Aid Services), and Carl Ay l m a n
(Director of Student Life). 
The meeting started with Regan giving a syn-
opsis of his thoughts on the current state of
Baruch. He pointed out that the college was
under two constraints. One was that no one per-
son can do everything they want to accomplish
because of the simple fact that life has too
many hurdles and obstacles to overcome. The
second restraint is that Baruch College is a pub-
lic institution. 
Regan praised the quality of education at
Baruch and the status of all three schools. He
said the Fall 2004 entering class will continue
the trend of the past five years of prospective
Baruch freshmen coming in with better aca-
demic preparation and increasingly higher SAT
scores than the previous class. The President
measured the rate of graduation to be within six
years, which he said is the standard goal, and
also noted the improving rate of retention.
Regan said ultimately the goal is increasing
the value of the Baruch degree. Nationally, he
rated the School of Public Affairs and the busi-
ness school to be in the top 20 percent of all
accredited schools. In New York, he rated one
other school of public affairs to be higher than
Baruch and two or three schools to be better
than the Zicklin School of Business. He added
that Zicklin is striving to reach ‘Top 25’ in the
country and added that it affects everyone and
that the Zicklin School maintaining its high sta-
tus has a trickle down effect on all three
schools.
Several questions were posed by The Ticker
to kick off the Q & A part of the forum. 
When asked about what obstacles had been
faced at Baruch in the past year, regarding
tuition hikes and a decrease in student enroll-
ment, Regan said the problem regarding the
student tuition increase was that the state cut
more than CUNY wanted to increase. Said
Regan, “tuition increase is just something we
are going to have to live with. It’s occurred all
across the Unites States. I am not excusing our
governor or the state legislature. They have
occurred all over the United States in the past
recession as state revenues have declined.” 
In regards to enrollment declining the last
four years, Regan indicated it had been done so
to increase the educational and classroom expe-
rience. “We were in a mess, and that’s the only
way you can describe it,” he said. “Four years
ago, we had 16,000 students. You couldn’t get
classes on time. It would take you five years to
graduate, even six, seven years to graduate, but
now all of that has started to change.” 
Representatives from the Zicklin School of
Business, Weissman School of Arts and
Sciences, and the School of Public Affairs were
asked to comment on their vision for each of
the schools. There was no representation from
the business school, but Regan made sure to
allow the two deans from their respective
schools to answer the question.
Dean Chase from the Weissman School said,
“We are, for the first time, going to have a lib-
eral arts component with economics, in terms
of business history and economics in social pol-
icy. That’s something that the liberal arts has
never done. And I actually think that the liberal
arts has something to say in the areas of social
policy and political policy,” said Chase. “I am
very excited about some of the new hires that
we have. We have some terrific faculty. I think
you will find that people outside of Baruch
know a lot of our faculty.”
Dean Altman from Public Affairs was more
verbose than his Weissman counterpart. He
made mention of three special programs that
were being planned. 
One was a program in conjunction with the
Weissman School to offer an undergraduate
minor in non-profit management, which would
include an in-service internship with a national
non-profit agency as part of the three course
sequence. 
Altman mentioned the possibility of a joint
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree. “We are look-
ing into the possibility of doing an accelerated
program in which we would combine the jun-
ior/senior year with basically two years of grad-
uate study and get you out one year earlier.”
The third is the addition of accelerated, honors
level programs in order to attract more minori-
ties and students with higher GPAs. There are
national graduate schools looking for students
of color and he would like to see Baruch as a
major source of talent for these academic
recruiters. 
The forum was eventually opened up to the
students present. One of the memorable high-
lights of the evening was the debate between
Regan and Undergraduate Student Government
President Adrian Lovell. Lovell questioned
why Baruch, compared to all other CUNY
schools, allocated the least amount of funding
toward student services? Regan answered by
saying that with perhaps one or two exceptions,
noting John Jay and Hunter, Baruch allocated
the lowest amount of money toward all servic-
es, which includes teaching, athletic facilities,
and instructional aid.
Lovell then questioned whether Baruch had
asked the City Council for funding. Regan,
clearly flustered by the line of questioning,
countered by saying the City Council does not
fund Baruch. “They don’t fund student services
at any senior college,” said Regan. “Senior col-
leges are funded 100 percent by New York
State. The people to ask are New York State.” 
A male undergraduate later stood up and ques-
tioned the ethics of Baruch students, specifical-
ly regarding the CUNY Proficiency Exam,
which is a mandatory test to pass in order to
graduate. He informed the whole room that
when students were asked to turn in their
papers following the three-hour session, many
flipped on their cell phones to call their friends
or spoke to a neighboring acquaintance and
proceeded to jot down extra notes. 
Regan replied by saying he would not toler-
ate cheating and plagiarism at Baruch. He
noted that the school website and handbooks
make note of academic integrity. Since Baruch
does not currently have a student honor code
like the University of Pennsylvania and
Princeton University, Regan said it will take a
community effort to rein in those who promote
academic dishonesty. He said, “It requires con-
tinuous discourse between administrators, fac-
ulty, and students.” 
There has been criticism of President Regan
that he is not in touch with Baruch students and
on this particular night, he did show himself to
be at times uncomfortable with the line of stu-
dent questioning. Whenever the situation pre-
sented itself, Regan did defer himself to many
of his administrative colleagues for better
answers. 
Regan began to wrap up the session by stat-
ing that he would not leave office until a new
permanent president was to be found. Regan
intimated there was a buzz about Baruch
around New York City and how many would
love to come here to study business, liberal arts,
and public affairs. He felt that the transforma-
tion of Baruch College’s three schools into
‘Top 25’ status started a long time ago. 
Regan showed a softer side by saying how
much he loved Baruch. He felt sorry about the
current budget problems, but said he and his
fellow administrators would do everything pos-
sible to bring about progressive and effective
change with minimal fee increases and minimal
cuts to student services. Regan thanked every-
one who attended the forum and said his office
door was always open to anyone who has ques-
tions. 
This was the third Town Hall meeting that
Regan has attended.
A crowd of about 100 filled the multi-purpose
room. The Town Hall meeting brought together
a meeting of the minds between student and
faculty/administrative members and such pub-
lic gatherings should be encouraged in the
future. Regan emphasized that only by continu-
ing to have a constant flow of exchange of
ideas can effective change be brought about to
Baruch College. 
Regan, Baruch Administrators Address Undergraduate
Student Body at Townhall Meeting 
a slew of fake money flew out.
Students weren’t the only ones making the
noise. Even CUNY faculty members offered
their support for the group’s mission.  Bill
Craim, professor of psychology at City
College, spoke to the crowd about some uni-
versity’s history.
“It’s excellent,” said Craim. “They’re trying
to fight for free tuition and bring CUNY back to
its historical roots.”
Craim wasn’t the only one who offered words
of wisdom.  Among other speakers, two spo-
ken-word poets performed as well.
Although the majority of the crowd was sup-
porting the group, some on-lookers felt differ-
ently.  Masha, a junior at Baruch, said that the
group’s mission was unreasonable.
“Nothing is free in this country…If they don’t
get money, they can’t pay professors,” she said.
“If we want to be in the top ten, it’s not possi-
ble.”Baruch alumnus Sidney Harman spoke about his business practices and his new book,“Mind Your Own Business.” (Photo/ Rob Benimoff) 
Members of SLAM rally outside the Information and Technology Building against a CUNY
board of trustees meeting on March 29, 2004 (Photo/ Peter Kwon)
CUNY Students Protest Board
of Trustees Meeting at Baruch
Baruch Alumnus Talks On




Robert Specter, VP for Administration and
Finance speaks at the townhall meeting
while Regan (left) looks on. (Photo/ Peter
Kwon)
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USG Presidential Candidates Battle It Out
Name: Adrian Lovell
Major: Mathematics, Senior (not graduating)
Position in USG (current): President
Main objectives for coming year:
The main thing is to try to continue to estab-
lish USG as a force to administration. We want
to figure out how they can better serve students.
We used to have an evening person at Student
Life that stayed late and dealt with evening stu-
dent issues and if a club was having an event
late; that was the evening person’s responsibili-
ty. We don’t have that position anymore. We’re
going to figure out how we can that position
back and also how student life is spending their
money, and figure out how the college is doing
things that we can affect. We can really affect
policy and changes and make proud the stu-
dents that come into Baruch.
Compiled by Ayesha Ajaz
PRESIDENT Vote for ONE (1)
“The President shall serve as the Chief Executive officer of the U.S.G. and shall chair
meetings of the Executive Board.  In addition to power granted elsewhere in the consti-
tution the President shall have the responsibility for the management of Government
affairs, and shall serve as an ex-officio member of all committees and/or task forces
established by the Senate and the constitution.  The President, with the Treasurer, shall
have the power to authorize all fiscal expenditures approved by the U.S.G.  In event of
a tie the President shall be entitled to a vote.”
Name: Sime Marnika
Major: Marketing, Junior
As president, I will be the Chief officer of the
USG. My responsibilities will include taking
part in meetings with the executive board, man-
aging government affairs, and serving on the
committees with the Senate representatives.
Also, as president, I will have to look over the
funds that are given to the clubs and other stu-
dent organizations.
I decided to run for President because Baruch
needs a student of action to put the undergradu-
ates where they want to be. The relationship
between the student government and the actual
students is terrible. I want to change that. The
current student government sits in their offices
waiting for students to come to them and tell
them their problems instead of going to the stu-
dents and finding out what the actual issues are.
I will do my best to have every student out there
feel like they are a part of the USG. 
A few other things that I hope to accomplish
is fixing up the social atmosphere at Baruch,
improving the communication between clubs,
and to just give the average student more
knowledge about what he/she can do to help
keep tuition costs down.
little need to pull out the whistle.
Among the main issues of concern included
social atmosphere, running the government,
speaking with administrators and improving
life for the student body
Marnika attacked social atmosphere as a
major concern.  “Social life is a big issue here.
Student services are also one of my big issues
as well as the multipurpose room and childcare
center,” he said. 
“With a budget deficit, there is a way to get
students on committees and get more
involved,” said Lovell, the incumbent. “I am
fighting against the potential for a fee for the
Career Development Center. This year [the
USG] worked hard to prevent student fees.”
“I intend to improve the school the best way
I can,” said Marnika.  “International students
are of concern.   Scholarship funds based from
alumni can be of help to international stu-
dents.”
“As president—I want to make the most out
of the government.  At Baruch it’s the lowest
amount of money for the best possible educa-
tion.”
Lovell agreed with Marnika’s sentiment as he
did with many of the junior’s views.   “An
increase in student involvement for independ-
ent candidates by getting more involved shows
that students are aware of what is going on,”
said Lovell. 
Marnika added that involvement in activities
and boards is the most affective to
impacetschool policies.  “Students—that way
we don’t get what we want- we can’t see
changes,” he said.  “It is up to each and every
one of use to get more involved to make the
school a better place.”
“The need to to make sure that money for
every student is out there.  Students need to be
given more and not less,” said Marnika.
Said Lovell, “It is pretty retarded.”
Each candidate was questioned on how they
would deal the presidency and the need to com-
municate with their fellow government mem-
bers.  “You do what you think that you should
do,” said Marnika.  “If not everyone knows
you- you can help everyone out.”
“We had to deal with this last year,” said
Lovell reflecting on his entry into the presiden-
cy with half of the government being elected
from the opposing party.  “A president needs to
understand his government.  If you can under-
stand the group you can run more effectively.”
Each candidate insisted that a greater level of
caring is needed to be in USG.  “I plan on writ-
ing op-eds in The Ticker and using the radio
station,” said Lovell.  “We will be part of the
USS democracy project to get students on all
campuses to vote.”
“Students should be involved in order to care
more about the school.  We are in our young
20s.  In clubs, organizations if they knew they
would probably be more interested,” said
Marnika.  “They will know what’s been done to
make life at school easier.”
The cuts in TAP were another pressing issue.
They had been proposed to be cut so two-thirds
would be given at the beginning of the semes-
ter and one-third would be given as a gradua-
tion gift.  Each candidate spoke out heavily
against the cuts.  
Marnika insisted that there is a weighty need
to go seek support from school faculty for stu-
dent causes. “We will annoy as much as possi-
ble and go after them and lobby.  If they don’t
want to be a part of USG- they should be out of
their position,” said Marnika elevating his
voice. 
“We will work with administrators in faculty
senate.  It is important to get respect,” said
Lovell.
When posed the question, both candidates
agreed that the quality of events needed to be
improved.   “I speak with Dean of Students Ron
Aaron – that is something that we are going to
address in the current semester. We will attack
it in upcoming semester.” 
In terms of accomplishments, Lovell felt that
he succeeded in forging unity in comparison.
“I have seen many things that have not been
accomplished,” he said.  He looked back at the
2003 elections and took notes from the other
four candidates in power, Anna Digilova of
P.O.W.E.R for improvements in career opportu-
nities, independent candidate Leo Shvartsman
for stressing the handling of complaints. Bridge
party candidate Al Green wanted to improve
USG and faculty relations and Burke for stress-
ing the importance of Academic integrity.
“People left the government but the current
group is good,” said Lovell.
Marnika currently juggles his academic sched-
ule with the Baruch men’s basketball team and
a job and noted that if things got hectic, he
would be willing to leave his job for the USG.
Lovell and Marnika both insisted that they
will be seen a lot within the next week cam-
paigning. 
Lovell mentioned that he was working on the
two above issues as well as bringing in new
ATM machines with a $1 service fee—replac-
ing the $1.75 fee currently in place.
“Baruch is a great business school with a
great diversity of students- I want to make sure
that things are better for each student,” said
Marnika in closing.  
Lovell’s other focuses were for there to be an
improved social life. He will also work hard
with the CDC.  He added that the USG is offer-
ing an initiative for the club that registers the
most voters to receive $1000.
Marnika’s other focuses were on the need for
the athletic department to use their elevated
funds to keep the gym and athletic facilities
open for longer hours.  Also he added that
C U N Y International students are disadvan-
taged and need support.  Each candidate
stressed the importance of soundproofing the
multipurpose room.  Marnika suggested that a
donor pay for the soundproofing of the room.
Lovell, a mathematics major, joined student
government last year and headed the appeals
committee.  He desired to join the student gov-
ernment as an opportunity to work with stu-
dents and administration and hopes to go into
teaching and politics.
Marnika is a student in the CUNY Honors
College, a member of the Baruch College bas-
ketball team and a marketing major.
The debate was spoken in pear-shaped tones
and developed little heat in the “Goodwill Fest”
that took place in room 3-160 during club
hours.  Both candidates spoke as if they were
good friends and there was not a cold shoulder
at the dais.
The crowd on the other hand was question-
able in their motives and their knowledge on
the topics.  Many asked blatantly irrelevant
questions to hear their voices heard.  Others
from Lovell’s U.N.I.T. Y. party were on
Marnika’s case once the floor was opened up,
trying to pull out the question that would break
him.  Much of the questioning was one sided—
aimed at riling Marnika who along with Lovell
stayed composed from the debate’s start to fin-
ish.
One current USG member used the forum to
shoot out questions of irrelevance and dim-wit-
ted mind.  One former member used the forum
to pose a question of intelligence.  As a whole,
the 50 in attendance were cordial and polite,
unlike the pep-rally atmosphere of one year
earlier.
Even though the loud and raucous crowds
were not present.  The hard-hitting issues
packed a punch in USG Presidential Debate
Version 2004.  
This Year’s Presidential Candidates:
The Undergraduate Student Government
Elections will take place from Tuesday April 20
to Thursday April 22. Voting machines will be
located on the first floor of the Vertical Campus
(near the 25th St. entrance). 
The only position that will be on the ballot is
that of president. 
Continued from front
Sime Marnika
On Creating a Strong Social Life
“Social life is a big issue here.  Student services are also one of my big issues as well as
the multipurpose room and childcare center.”
On International Students
“I intend to improve the school the best way I can.  International students are of concern.
Scholarship funds based from alumni can be of help to international students.”
On Dealing with Fellow Government Members
“As president, I want to make the most out of the government.  At Baruch it’s the low-
est amount of money for the best possible education.”
On Social Participation
“Students should be involved in order to care more about the school.  We are in our
young 20s.  In clubs, organizations if they knew they would probably be more interest-
ed.”
On Faculty and Administration Involvement in USG 
“We will annoy as much as possible and go after them and lobby.  If they don’t want to
be a part of USG, they should be out of their position.”
On TAP Cuts
“The need to to make sure that money for every student is out there.  Students need to be
given more and not less.” 
Adrian Lovell
On Communication
“I plan on writing Op-Eds in The Ticker and using the radio station.” 
“We will be part of the USS democracy project to get students on all campuses to vote.”
On The Current Government
“People left the government but the current group is good.” 
On Working with the Rest of the Government
“We had to deal with this last year. A president needs to understand his government.  If
you can understand the group you can run more affectively.”
On TAP Cuts
“It is pretty retarded.”
All quotes taken from the Undergraduate Student Government Presidential Debate.
For almost 100 years, students have come to us from diverse origins, not just to excel, but to achieve their
d reams. They have always been, and still are, the embodiment of ambition, determination, and persever-
ance. With those high ideals they’ve met the challenges of our demanding, first-class faculty and helped
B a ruch become the well-re g a rded college it is today. It’s never easy. But our students have always had
the drive and dedication to get where they want to go. They are the living proof of what we believe: the 
American Dream still works.
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INTERNATIONAL
Bin Laden Rejected By Europe
An audiotaped truce offer thought to be from
Osama bin Laden was made to France and
Germany, core European nations opposed to
the War on Iraq, in an attempt to drive a wedge
between the United States and its transatlantic
allies.  But in a quick response to appease any
fears from both the American and European
fronts, French President Jacques Chirac and
German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder made it
clear under no circumstances would they ever
make a deal with terrorists.  
Uri Party Rules in South Korea
In a parliamentary vote expected to bring
impeached South Korean President Roh Moo-
hyun back into power, the Republic of Korea’s
pro-government Uri Party was expected as of
last Thursday to take over as the ruling majori-
ty over its conservative rival, Grand National
Party.   Exit polls had predicted the liberal Uri
Party would garner 150 seats in the 299-seat
National Assembly, more than triple the 49
seats it constituted in the outgoing parliament.
The GNP was expected to take 122 seats, down
from its current 137, as its popularity has
plunged due to its push for the impeachment of
the liberal-minded President Roh.
U.S. Asks Syria to Help with Iraq
Secretary of State Colin Powell reached out to
Syrian President Bashar Assad for regional
assistance in an attempt by the United States to
give more responsibility to Iraqi neighbors to
help curtail the violence in the nation formerly
ruled by Saddam Hussein.  Powell, along with
President Bush in a separate letter, congratulat-
ed Assad on his country’s Independence Day,
which was this past Saturday, April 17.  He fur-
ther urged Syria “to give any possible help that
could contribute to easing the situation there in
a way that serves the country’s unity and pre-
serves its security and stability.”  The Bush
Administration has accused Syria in the past of
hindering the war on terror by allowing foreign
fighters to cross its borders into Iraq.
NATIONAL
Bush’s Secret Plan to Oust Hussein
Less than two months after waging attacks on
the Taliban regime in Afghanistan in October
2001, a new book to be released sheds light on
the fact that President Bush had already made
the decision to order a war plan against Iraq.
Journalist Bob Woodward’s “Plan of Attack,”
records Bush’s fear that had the American citi-
zens known of his stance to oust Saddam
Hussein, the public may have misconstrued
him to be eager to use force rather than diplo-
matic means.  ‘’I knew what would happen if
people thought we were developing a potential
war plan for Iraq,’’ Bush is quoted as telling
Woodward. ‘’It was such a high-stakes moment
and ... it would look like that I was anxious to
go to war. And I’m not anxious to go to war.’’
Woodward’s book may lend credence to former
counterterrorism chief Richard Clarke’s charge
to the 9/11 Commission that the Bush
Administration’s infatuation with Iraq under-
mined the war on terror.
Bush Vows to Finish Job in Iraq
During a rare White House East Room news
conference, President Bush firmly stated that
the United States will finish the job of those
who have fallen during combat in Iraq.  At a
time where the Republican leader has looked
extremely vulnerable to verbal attacks from
Democratic Presidential nominee Senator John
Kerry and the national press, Bush renewed his
pledge to hand over sovereignty to the Iraqi
people by June 30.  The President refuted all
remarks that the War on Iraq was heading down
the same Vietnam spiral.  On 9/11, Bush said,
“The person responsible for the attacks on
America was Osama Bin Laden.”  With regards
to his re-election, the President said, “I don’t
plan on losing my job.”
C I A B reaks Silence on bin Laden
Threat
In an attempt to refute a report by the inde-
pendent commission examining pre-September
11 failures, a senior CIA official forewarned as
early as 1995 that Washington landmarks such
as the White House and the former Wall Street
trademark World Trade Center were identified
targets by Islamic extremists such as Osama bin
Laden.  The anonymous U.S. intelligence offi-
cial went on to further disclose that by 1997,
bin Laden had been recognized as an emerging
threat on American soil.  The 911 Commission
previously accused the CIA of regarding the
Al-Qaeda leader during the Clinton
Administration solely as a financier and not as
a leader of a terrorist network.
U.S. Counties Flunk EPA A i r S t a n d a r d
Exam
The Environmental Protection Agency recently
told officials from 31 states to get with the
clean-up program in the unending cycle of
keeping the American skies less polluted.  Out
of the 474 U.S. counties identified, California
hotspots such as Los Angeles and Sacramento,
a ring of the Great Lakes states, and Northeast
cities ranging from Washington D.C. to Boston
were cited as the areas most in violation of the
federal clean air law. Though community
members argued EPA standards conflict with
local economic growth, the potential tradeoff, if
protocols continue to be ignored, would be the
loss of federal highway dollars.    
CITY
NYC Homes A p p roach Million Dollar
Barrier
These days, a six figure corporate salary may
not be good enough to afford a residence in
New York City.  Real estate prices in all five
boroughs have appreciated as much as
$200,000 from a year ago, with Manhattan
homes leading the chart at nearly $1,000,000.
The average prices of apartments and single-
family homes came cheapest in Staten Island at
just under $300,000.  Queens and East Bronx
neighborhoods came in at roughly $350,000.
The average apartment price in Brooklyn dur-
ing first-quarter 2004 estimated at $430,000.    
BUSINESS
Oil Demand and Prices Rising to
Record Highs
Since last March’s U.S.-led War on Iraq, world-
wide demand for oil has been growing fast.
Last May, the price for crude oil delivery was
pegged at $25 a barrel.  A year later, the New
York Mercantile Exchange values oil per barrel
to be at $36, an exorbitant 44% increase.
Recently, the U.S. retail price of regular gaso-
line has been recorded nationwide at an aver-
age of $1.79 a gallon.  With heavy consumers
such as China and the United States in constant
need of oil, and industrial leaders concerned
that demand will exceed expectations, the price
of regular gas may break the $2 barrier come
this summer.
Investors Brace for G re e n s p a n
Testimony
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
will give testimony before members of
Congress this week in what could be a impor-
tant sign of things to come for investors.  It is
widely speculated, following a compilation of
strong data in March, that the Fed will raise
interest rates by a quarter point by its August
meeting.  Investors will be keying in on what
Greenspan will say as much as focusing on
what he leaves unsaid as an indication to shifts
in future economic policies.  
Sources: The New York Sun, New York
Times, Yahoo! News, CNN




On Tuesday March 30, the Underg r a d u a t e
Student Government held its ninth meeting of
the semester.
Vice President’s Report
Vice President Muhammed Iqbal reported
that club members would like to be better
informed of the opportunities that they have to
serve on committees outside the USG.  The
USG will send out a memo to the other clubs
asking that they do not post posters over the
posters of other clubs.  The issue arose at the
Club council meeting.  The budget and appeals
deadlines were suggested to be posted on club-
room doors rather than in the mailboxes.  It was
suggested that the club meetings be held on a
regular basis.
Treasurer’s Report
Treasurer Anthony Battle reported that
AIESEC would like to make a line change in
their budget but they had already and exceeded
their 10 percent limit.  The money will be used
for the YES Conference.
Academic Affairs
Lower Senator Omur Silit announced that he
attended the teachers evaluations committee
meeting.  There was a discussion as to whether
the evaluations should be distributed to stu-
dents on the seventh week of the semester
rather than the eleventh week of the semester.
Students will also be able to view ratings
before the semester ends. 
Battle brought up the issue of the numerical
ratings as used in evaluations and would not
provide the professor with as much insight as to
what is needed to be improved.  Upper Senator
Keston Barrow suggested the possibility that
positing evaluations on Blackboard would
expedite the calculation process.  
Campus Affairs
Barrow reported that there would be a meet-
ing with Veronica Ingram, of Student Life on
April 14 at 2 p.m. to discuss future events.  He
asked members of the Academic A ff a i r s
Committee to attend.  On April 15, there will be
a Campus Affairs Committee meeting.
Appeals
Lower Senator Victor Law reported that he is
finding it hard to contact a large number of
clubs.
Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang announced that
she began to set up budget meetings with clubs.
Old Business
Lower Senator Kelly Ifill reported that a stu-
dent mentioned to her that when they came to
USG about letters sent to inquire about the
Peter Vallone Scholarship and TAP revocation
letters to be sent to City Council.  She stated the
importance of the letters and USG members’
knowledge on the matter.  Lower Senator Amy
Sapahal suggested that the USG sponsor the
spring speech Festival for $400.  Chang sug-
gested that the professor Susan Goldstein
should seek sponsorship from the Toastmasters
club.
Regarding the problem with inter-organiza-
tional communication.  Arrow brought up that
10 of the 144 clubs replied about having space
on their website.
New Business
Lower Senator Brian Phillip brought up that
a group SLAM from Hunter College held a
rally in front of the Baruch College Library
against a CUNY Board of Trustees meeting.
He applauded their efforts.  Upper Senator
Jody-Ann Graham announced that the reason
they were unaware of the meeting being held at
Baruch is because it was not publicized.
Lower Senator Crystal Carlye announced a
price quote of $1,236 for lockers for the
Senator’s lounge.  There will be three units of
six lockers each to total 18 lockers.  Barrow
suggested that information packet be created so
clubs will know what to say and do when
requesting from the USG.  
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
Erica Soto contributed to this report.
The following errors appeared in the March 29,
2004 issue of The Ticker:
In “Commencement ceremony May find a New
Home,” the writer states that it costs $13,000 to
rent out the Madison Square Garden Arena.  In
fact, it costs $130,000 to rent out the Arena.
In “Vallone Lecture Series concludes,” the
writer stated that the New York City budget is
$44.5 million dollars.  In fact, the New York
City budget is $44.5 billion dollars.
Corrections
Academic Integrity Blotter
There has been a five-fold increase in faculty
reporting of cheating and or plagiarism over the
previous year. In excess of 150 situations have
been reported since the establishment of
Baruch College’s Task Force on Student
Academic Integrity..
The range of sanctions for these offenses has
varied from failure on the assignment, test
and/or course to suspension and/or removal
from academic programs.
Three students have had their graduation
delayed as a result of their actions.
Beyond punishment, the Offices of the
Provost and the Dean of Students have focused
on an educational process. A plagiarism tuto-
rial has been developed by the professional
staff in our library as a resource to help students
understand the nuances of what constitutes pla-
giarism (h t t p : / / n e w m a n . b a r u c h . c u n y. e d u / p l a-
giarism/index.htm.)  The student-written publi-
cation titled “Student Guide to A c a d e m i c
Integrity at Baruch College” is in the final
stages of development.
A mechanism is being established to enable
students to report incidents which they observe
concerning student cheating as well as faculty
who are lax in establishing and/or enforcing
procedures conducive to academic honesty.
During the disciplinary counseling sessions
held in the Office of the Dean of Students, after
an accident, an effort is made to determine why
the incident happened and how it could have
been prevented (tutoring, dropping of a course,
speaking with the professor, etc.)
Even where no official disciplinary action is
taken, a record on each case is established in
the Office of the Dean of Students. Should the
inappropriate behavior be repeated, more
severe disciplinary actions will be pursued.
Students who may be interested in discussing
this issue or joining the Student Academic
Integrity Task Force should feel free to contact
Ron Aaron (646) 312-4577 or Dr. Carl
Kirschner, (646) 312-4578 in the Office of the
Dean of Students located in Room 2-255 in the
Vertical Campus.
Submitted by the 
Office of Student Development
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By ANTOINE CRAIGWELL
Contributing Writer
Over 400 students gathered in the 600-seat
auditorium in Mason Hall for “A J o u r n e y
Through Africa,” a two and a half hour cultural
extravaganza on March 26. The audience erupt-
ed in agreement when Tehut-Nine from Def
Comedy declared: “…you carried me in your
womb, then you carried me on your back, that’s
w h y, black woman, I’ll always have your
back!” 
Though Tehut-Nine’s declaration was made
well into the program, it resoundingly con-
firmed the tone for the evening’s proceedings.
It was as much a celebration of Mother Africa
as it was the celebration of the strengths and
accomplishments of the African woman.
“This is an opportunity to bring a taste of the
richness of African culture more into the fore-
ground of Baruch,” said Grace Addow, presi-
dent of the African Student Association and
artistic director for the show. She continued,
“And the theme of this year’s show is ‘Take
Action on AIDS.’ This is a recognition and a
call to everyone about the spread of AIDS in
and throughout the African continent and now
we are using our cultural expressions as a
means of bringing attention to this crisis.”
David Agyemfra, former secretary of the
association and all-round helper for the
evening, echoed Grace’s words when he said,
“The essence of this show is to bring the culture
of Africa to the outside world and to let people
see what African culture is all about.”  He
pointed to a caption in the program: “Africa is
a continent and not a country.”
Uptown Dance Academy, choreographed by
Hanan Hameen, began the evening’s program
with two dances. The first was a slow and sen-
sual piece in which dancers dressed in flowing
white costumes moved in graceful and serpen-
tine motions to the rhythmic thumping of a
drum.  Their second dance piece, in which they
were dressed in African prints, was a forceful
performance with strong body-gyrating
motions. 
The first of several modeling sequences fea-
tured traditional everyday wear from various
countries of the continent. Members of the
A S A provided clothing modeled by both
women and men. The female models exuded
sensuality as they danced down the runway
while the male models showed off their mas-
culinity and sexuality as they strutted alongside
the women.
An attentive silence descended on the audi-
ence when three women and a man from the
Progressive Theater took the stage. They sung a
combination of African chants a cappella, did
spoken word pieces quoting from Malcolm X,
and recounted poignant moments in the history
of blacks coming across the Middle Passage in
slave ships. The captive audience was treated to
a lesson about some of the hidden truths of
blacks in America and their struggle for free-
dom in the South. A slave spiritual, ‘I got to tell
somebody ‘bout freedom’ temporarily inter-
rupted the lesson, but it resumed shortly with a
description of the ‘Juneteenth Celebrations’
and how through the years it had become a
mixture of fact and fiction. Progressive Theater
ended their presentation with a call to everyone
to become more aware of their history and to
sift the truth from the lies.
A second modeling sequence featured cloth-
ing provided by Nigerian Fabrics and Fashions,
which showed a mixture of traditional and con-
temporary formal wedding attire for brides and
grooms. Impressive in their richness and splen-
dor they boasted vibrant trimmings in red, gold,
blue, and green, which shimmered and sparkled
in the stage lights. The audience broke out into
hoots and applause when one of the male mod-
els knelt in front of his female companion in a
gesture as if asking for her hand in marriage.
Keeping in this sequence there was a wedding
procession. It was as if the couple was
Ethiopian royalty. They gracefully made their
way on stage; she was dressed in a simple yet
elegant diaphanous gown and topped with a
gold headpiece, while he was dressed in a white
and gold embroidered two-layered robe, almost
Gothic in design and with large early Ethiopian
and Egyptian symbols emblazoned on it in a
rich purple. 
Another couple modeling their wedding suits
made the audience laugh when the male model
in an act of chivalry picked up his companion
in his arms and tottered a little unsteadily
before righting himself. As if the audience’s
appetite wasn’t whetted enough by the display
of male sexuality, this modeling sequence was
brought to an end with loud cheers as one of the
models came on stage wearing only three-quar-
ter shift-like drawstring pants, exhibiting his
upper body - ripped and six-packed.
After a 15-minute intermission, the Dinizulu
Dancers took to the stage. They performed tra-
ditional dances accompanied by lots of heavy
drumming denoting music from the north of
Ghana, from the Yoruba of Nigeria (paying
tribute to ancestors), from Sierra Leon, from
Burkina Faso/Guinea, and from South Africa.
Before each of their performances, the Dinizulu
leader introduced the piece by briefly outlining
the origins of the dance. 
Fashions from two African-centric houses
competed for the audience’s attention. Their
styles found ready responses from the audience
for the subtle sensuality of the female models
and the sexuality of the male models. Designer
Kymberli Carter of Kymistry Designs show-
cased her comfortable, flowing and relaxed
clothing in revealing designs and cuts.
Garlands, head wreaths, and wrist and ankle
bracelets made of intertwined flowers acces-
sorized her pieces. 
This was followed by designs by Mobolaji
Dawodi of Mobolaji, who showed mostly shirts
with intricate design patterns carefully and
painstakingly stitched onto the fabrics. A plain
black shirt took on a different look with silver
and gold embroidery. However, as if disregard-
ing the clothes he was modeling, one model
stripped himself of his designer shirt to expose
his muscular torso to the cheers and apprecia-
tive hoots from the audience.
Wearing white T-shirts, blue jeans and work
boots, representatives of the Caribbean Student
Association chose to perform a dance almost
military in its choreography. In precise coordi-
nation the dancers twirled and stepped to music
provided by the DJ,  and the only hint of
Caribbean identification was that the members
of the dance troupe wore a bandana-styled flag
representing a Caribbean nation looped around
their waists. 
Secretary of the Association Barima Kodjo
Asante Sakyi delivered the club’s message and
spoke of significant events of this year. It marks
the 10th anniversary of the first democratic
election in South Africa after 350 years of
apartheid, and he reminded the audience that
Nelson Mandela was elected the first president
after being imprisoned for 27 years. He also
presented statistics on the effects of AIDS on
the continent and quoted Archbishop Desmond
Tutu who said that the “new apartheid” in
Africa as a whole is that many people have the
disease and are unable to afford medication.
Kodjo Asante Sakyi drew attention as well to
the 50 percent rise in HIV infections in the
African-American community.
Baruch’s security certainly deserved kudos
for their participation as they screened and
guarded doorways and hallways and helped to
maintain order when any student seemed to be
carried away by the events. It was noticeable
how they interacted with the students in a pro-
fessional and friendly manner.
A d d o w, the president, thanked the
Associations’ members, who raised funds to
supplement money given by the college. She
said that even though the school provided
money for the student organization, it wasn’t
enough to help them and emphasized that it
was through fundraising that they were able to
offset some of the expenditures. Agyemfra later
pointed out that this was one of the only events
that was free and open to all students. 
There to enjoy the African cultural delights
were several college officials including
Professor Arthur Lewin, professor of Black
Studies and one of the sponsors of the event.
Professor Lewin and his companions expressed
their delight and enjoyment in a program well
done. A female student leaving the auditorium
commented, “All that male sexuality was defi-
nitely exciting and stimulating.”
By his introductions, Tehut-Nine, the
evening’s host, infused enthusiasm and energy
into the audience, because of which each per-
formance was greeted with more than apprecia-
tive applause. DJ Gavin Joseph spun a variety
of contemporary mixes along with African and
Caribbean rhythms that kept the audience alive
and expectant. Admirably, the evening was a
resounding success, owing to the hard work of
the more than 30 members of the Association,
volunteers, Vice President Tiffany Lenoi Jones,
Treasurer Sharika Joseph and Secretary Barima
Kodjo Asante Sakyi. The events flowed and
connected with hardly any delay – the perform-
ers were dressed and ready on cue.  No doubt
Baruch’s students await next year’s show.
The Roberta Piket Trio Gives
Jazz Performance at Baruch
A Journey Through Africa: An Enlightening Cultural Event
Bursting With a Variety of Performances
BY OZLEM OGUZCAN
Contributing Writer
The Engelman Recital Hall at Baruch’s
Performing Arts Center set the stage for a Jazz
performance by The Roberta Piket Trio on
Thursday March 25 during club hours. This
was the fourth and final event in the Annual
Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives Concert Series,
now in its 12th year at Baruch College. Funded
by the Baruch College Performing Arts Center
and The Baruch College Fund, the concerts
were hosted by Baruch faculty English
Professor Eugene Marlow. Walking on the
stage, where the three sets of instruments
patiently waited to be brought to life, Marlow
faced the nearly filled to capacity hall and wel-
comed the audience. 
“A symphony orchestra blends all of the
musicians,” said Marlow. “A trio is a special
kind of musical challenge with a more intimate
sound.” 
The elegant Steinway and Sons Piano covered
nearly one-third of the stage space, and the
remainder held the drum set and bass. Roberta
Piket, pianist/composer on the piano, Mike
McGuirck on bass and Billy Hart on drums,
immediately began the first set. It didn’t take
long to figure out that this trio had been playing
together long enough to have developed a nat-
ural chemistry among each other, their music
greatly revealing this comfortable interaction
of ease and mutual respect. Although each of
the three musicians clearly had distinct person-
alities that were perceptible through their facial
expressions and body movements, as a group
their style had a flow that wove all of their tal-
ents together.
Piket began the first set on piano, her fingers
seeming to glide on the keys like water over the
shiny black stones in a stream. Slow at first, the
disjunct melody gained increasing intensity as
the bass and drums joined in. The deep full
sound of the bass reverberated as McGuirck,
almost equal in height to his instrument,
plucked quickly at the four strings - the thick-
ness of which could be seen all the way in the
higher rows of the hall. Billy Hart on drums
seemed to be genuinely enjoying his part in this
Trio, the shiny brass of the cymbals reflecting
on his smiling face. 
The Trio went on to play their own adapta-
tions of several “old standards from the 60s.”
Among them was “Alone Together,” re-harmo-
nized to become “Alone, Alone,” and “You’re
My Everything” was adapted to “I’m My
Everything.” During each piece, each musician
took turns in performing a solo, the music
being bounced back and forth as if it were a
three-way game of tennis, their expressions as
if to say, “Okay, let’s see what you’re going to
do with that one.”
Opening dancers from the Uptown Dance Academy. (Photo/ Zaneta Reid)
Dancers from the Uptown Dance Academy. (Photo/ Zaneta Reid)
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Baruch Is An Affirmative
Action Institution
This is in regard to the article “Does Baruch
Practice Negative Action?” by Arthur Lewin.
Lewin states that “Baruch College does not
practice affirmative action in admitting stu-
dents or in awarding scholarships or intern-
ships, and Baruch does not perform extra ser-
vices for Black or Latino students.”
The Baruch College Undergraduate Bulletin,
states on page five in its “Statement of
Nondiscrimination - Baruch College is an
Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action institu-
tion.” Further down the page it is stated that
“Carmen Pedrogo is the Affirmative Action
officer.”
So where do we go from this mistruth?
Perhaps to this statement by Lewin: “People
come here from every corner of the globe and
immediately use the right of free speech to rage
against Africans in America for purported spe-
cial treatment that they simply are not receiv-
ing.”
The fact that there is a right of free speech
that can be used immediately upon arrival is a
major reason why many immigrants do come
here in the first place. The impression offered
by Lewin that the first thing that some immi-
grants do when they get off the boat (or plane)
is rage against African Americans is ludicrous -
straight out of the Charles Barron School of
Victimology. I can assure you, most of the
immigrant neighbors I know in my neighbor-
hood (Chinese, Korean, Russian, and Polish, in
the main) are too busy making a life for their
family to concentrate on the perceived injus-
tices or advantages inherent in a supposedly
monolithic racial group.
Such thought is the height of irrelevance.
People should by all means call Charles
Barron with any grievances, though. He is the
perfect person to investigate racial discrimina-
tion - so long as he’s not still yearning to, as he
said in Washington D.C., “slap a white person
for my mental health” - or was that just more
“Black Hyperbole” on the part of Barron?
Race is irrelevant, but public financing of
programs centering on race is simply medieval.
JAMES QUINN
No Aid for AIDS
DAN MARCHIONE
Since the mid-1980s a war has raged nonstop
with no end near.  No, not the wars in the
Middle East but rather the war against AIDS.
This is a battle that is claiming millions of lives
worldwide every year and will continue to do
so in the foreseeable future.  It is truly sad to
know that children in third-world countries will
likely never see their teenage years because
they will die of this disease which they were
unfortunately born with.
When AIDS became a nationwide epidemic
in the 1980s, it was seen merely as a gay man’s
disease.  Because of the negative views on
homosexuals at the time, AIDS was seen mere-
ly as a justified retribution on homosexuals
simply because of whom they slept with.  Once
the disease became a prominent heterosexual
plague, people began to take notice.  By this
time millions of people had already died and
many more were infected. Since the 1990s,
AIDS awareness has been on the rise world-
wide and it has been noticed even more as a
scourge then it was before.  Without preventive
medications deaths from AIDS will continue to
be in the millions year after year.
After Magic Johnson’s declaration of his
infection with the HIV virus in the early 1990s,
AIDS consciousness has reached all-time
highs. Research on medications continues
everyday.  New, more potent medicines are
introduced yearly. Also the cocktails of med-
ications that patients must ingest have led to
numerous people infected with AIDS and HIV
to live healthy, productive lives for many years.
This, of course, is a situation isolated in indus-
trialized nations.  
In third-world nations AIDS continues to be
the death threat everyone considered it to be
back in the 1990s. It has been nearly three
years since the United Nations has declared a
worldwide offensive against AIDS.  This decla-
ration got the ball rolling for President Bush to
promise more than $15 billion in aid to poor
countries.  However, this has not decreased the
threat.
Many nations in the continent of Africa face
this threat of AIDS everyday, despite the poten-
tial aid that is supposed to help them get drugs
to the sick.  These nations are receiving a large
amount of money to help battle this horrible
disease.  Yet, only a limited number of patients
are being served.  This is not because they are
a “chosen” group but rather because the drugs
are so expensive.  The United States has a high-
quality healthcare system that helps subsidize
the costs of these very necessary drugs.
However, nations in Africa lack this help.
Even if they receive generic AIDS medications,
it is too expensive for these nations to treat all
those infected.
Despite promises of $15 billion, the United
States has fallen well short of those goals.
Europe and Asia have contributed even less
than was originally expected. Stephen Lewis of
the United Nations’ AIDS envoy states it best
when he says millions of lives could be saved
for a fraction of the price of the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.  Not only are precious dollars
being spent on these “necessary” international
operations but the United States has also spent
$250 million to develop a new spacecraft.  That
is $250 million on a super fast jet that was
crashed into the ocean over a recent weekend.
A jet that will not be recovered and yet was
considered a great success.  Now if that $250
million was given to the worldwide AIDS fund
to save many, many lives I think that would
have been a great success than a 12-foot jet that
was intentionally crashed into an ocean.  
Editor’s Note
First of all, I would like to congratulate Bill Cheng, who wrote the piece “Out of Order” for the
Op-Ed section in the previous issue of the Ticker. Within two days of the paper’s coming to the
stands, the ‘out of order’ sign in the front of the V.C. building was gone! 
Whether or not it was entirely due to Mr. Cheng’s compelling article, the above action suggests
a certain influence of our college newspaper on campus affairs. I thus urge the readers of the
Ticker to take a more proactive approach, and as students who have a voice (since 1932), to use
this tool to its potential.
This issue contains an article by Ayesha Ajaz that questions certain student regulation policies.
I hope to publish more campus-centered articles in the next few issues...articles that have a poten-
tial to change things that don’t get noticed.  
Power to Baruchians!
Jasleen Rana
Comic by: Danny Lobell             For more on Danny check out www.dannylobell.com
Peace In The Library
AYESHA AJAZ
Recently I had the privilege of interviewing
Arthur Downing, head of the library, regarding
cell phone policy in the building. According to
him, so far the security has only been giving
out warnings to cell phone users who don’t
bother walking to the secluded phone areas to
talk in their phones. Apparently, the security
has decided that they will now approach stu-
dents as often as they can and ask policy viola-
tors to leave the library.
It just crossed my mind - will the security do
us another favor, and remove the chirping love-
birds, people with the too-loud earphones and
the snorers too? These are greater and longer-
lasting distractions. Cell phones vibrate for a
few seconds, and the owner probably talks in
them for a couple of minutes. For longer
detailed conversations, most people simply
step out into the balcony. I have, however,
often found myself in deep contemplation of
the rhythm and regularity of the person snoring
right next to me.
If security began removing all these people,
where will they go? Without shelter and
warmth (or coolness of the air conditioning in
the coming months), where will these people
cuddle, or sleep or drool?
As for cell phone users, I will ask them to stop
applauding, for I am not even taking their side.
Many a time I have been jerked out of concen-
tration by a loud, melodious jingle. I curse the
composers who make the new ring tones inter-
esting enough to keep one’s thoughts captured
for several minutes even after the cell phone
has (mercifully) stopped ringing. Within that
time, at least I am completely thrown off my
studious mood.
Then follow their even more interesting little
conversations:
“Trust me Joe, I am not seeing your best
friend!” (I give her a sidelong glance, oh real-
ly?)
“My friend’s sister’s friend comes here too
and she lost her new book in the library.” (I
quickly count up my own personal items lying
around.)
“The guy sitting across the room is so gor-
geous.” (I try to see who she is talking about.)
“That restaurant is not hygienic, there was a
stiff hair in my sushi.” (My stomach turns.)
Interesting or not, the fact is, the library is a
sanctuary for all students. Honoring the regula-
tions without being asked to should be a per-
sonal attempt. Security should not have to ask
us to be courteous. 
If every one person makes an effort to be
courteous, everyone will end up being courte-
ous to one another. Whether others are studying
or sleeping or smooching, keep your cell
phones on vibrate and carry on your conversa-
tions in the set phone areas where you won’t
disturb anyone and will be able to maintain
your own privacy as well.
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Creative, Talented People Succeed At
BURLINGTON COAT FACTORY






FULL AND PART TIME/FLEXIBLE HOURS
*Salespeople   *Cash Office   *Cashiers
*Maintenance   *Security   *Receiving Room
One of the nation’s leaders in off-price fashion retailing,
with locations from coast to coast, is currently seeking 
experienced individuals. BCF rewards for sincere effort.
Join an organization with plans for rapid expansion.
We are a 2 billion dollar PLUS company offering growth
potential, competitive salaries and benefits. Become
part of our winning team!
All interested applicants please apply in person.
BURLINGTON COAT FACTORY
625 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11217
An equal opportunity employer m/f
Labrada Nutrition seeks articulate, reliable, outgoing and 
fitness-mined college sophomores or juniors with a     
minimum 3.0 GPA> Must have reliable transportation  
and be able to work 12-20 hours a week.
$10 hour. E-mail resume, photo and cover letter on the 
following, “What Fitness Means to Me and How I Make  




Picture a down-south home, in the suburbs of
Mississippi, where a respectable old woman
who attends church on a regular basis lives.
She’s sweet, very friendly and her hospitality is
above the standards we’re used to here in the
city. Could you imagine yourself killing this
sweet old innocent lady? Of course not, or at
least I would I hope not! What if she was the
one thing standing in your way from getting
away with $6 million? Touchstone Pictures
presents “The Ladykillers,” a comedy about a
team of five “experts” who team up for the
heist of the century only to be troubled by an
innocent church-attending old lady.
Tom Hanks (“Forest Gump,” “Cast Away”)
plays Goldthwait Higginson Dorr, Ph.D., a
respectful college music professor, who teams
up the gang for the heist. The first thing
Higginson must do is to locate a base of his
operations where he begins his dig into the
casino. This is where our innocent, church
attending old lady comes into the picture.
Marva Munson plays Irma P. Hall (“Bad
Company,” “Patch Adams”), a spry, elderly
woman, doesn't put up with loud noises or
harsh language, and is looking for a tenant for
the spare room in her house. The thieves, who
are experts in explosions, tunneling and mus-
cle, try to rob a casino by means of tunneling
from the sweet southern old lady’s basement,
but what was expected to be an easy robbery
turns into the most difficult decision each mem-
ber of the team has to make.
The team is made up of your predictable char-
acters. Marlon Wayans, (“Scary Movie,”
“Requiem for a Dream”) plays Higginson’s
inside man at the casino as Gawain MacSam.
“He’s the kid who gets a job at the casino
they’re going to rob, to case the plays” said
director Ethan Coen. “He likes to listen to loud
hip-hop music and represents everything Mrs.
Munson Detests.” His loud mouth and his
don’t-care-what-nobody-thinks attitude almost
ruins the team’s plans during many occasions.
Wayans sees his character as “the guy in the
crew with the chip on his shoulder. He’s the
inside man and he takes pride in being the
inside man until he finds out being the inside
man means he’s a janitor in the casino. He’s got
a lot of issues and doesn’t have a lot of big
words.” Then there’s Garth Pancake, played by
J.K. Simmons (“Spiderman,” “The Mexican.”)
Pancake plays the jack-of-all-trades but lacks
common sense when it comes to the job. Aside
from his goofy looks, he’s got another problem.
He has Irritable Bowel Syndrome, or, IBS for
short. In moments of desperate measure, we
find Pancake comically groaning in pain due to
his rear end issues.
“The Ladykillers” is a different kind of com-
edy that viewers may not be too familiar with.
It’s got that old southern-folk delight, and just a
blend of Edgar Allen Poe inside joke poetry.
The movie’s setting is one of the most fascinat-
ing parts of the movie. From start to end, view-
ers’ eyes will enjoy the wonderful backdrops of
Mississippi and all its fabulous features, such
as the bridge scene, which interestingly enough
is not really a bridge, but an animation. Even
the music gives audiences the taste of what
Mississippi life is all about. Both gospel and
southern Jazz create a mellow southern mood
for the movie. It gives the movie an extra taste
like what icing on cake does for the tongue.
“‘The Ladykillers’ may kill you,” says two-
time Academy Award-winner Hanks, who
teams up with the Academy Award-winning
filmmakers Joel Coen and Ethan Coen
(“Fargo,” “O Brother, Where Art Thou?”) for
their hilarious new comedy, “The Ladykillers.”
“We’re very lucky to have Tom Hanks in this
film,” said Joel Coen. Hanks is well known for
his humorous dramatic acting in “Forrest
Gump,” and seemed to get in touch with his
comical roots to make this movie. Fans of
Hank’s will recognize his wittiness in his as
Higginson. His acting job is remarkable. For
the movie, Hanks had to talk in what sounds
like a Colonel Sanders-type of accent. This, in
part from the rest of the cast, is what makes
Hanks stand out the most in the movie.
“The Ladykillers” is a movie to be recog-
nized. Although a remake of the 1950s classic,
it seems the Coen brothers have done it again
with another remarkable movie. While comical
indeed, don’t expect to be laughing too hard.
“The Ladykillers” does more menkilling than it
does ladykilling. So the next time you think of
taking advantage of an innocent old lady, think
twice about it. Maybe seeing this movie will
inspire you to think out your plans better.
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“The Ladykillers” is a Sure-Fire
Way to Die of Laughter
Keep An Eye Out For Nellie McKay Spring Just Got A Little Spicier
By ABIGAIL RYAN
Contributing Writer
Her appearance would not begin to reveal the
sound that 19-year-old Nellie Mckay has in
store. This determined female artist was born in
London but migrated to Harlem where she was
raised. 
Living in London, Harlem, Wa s h i n g t o n ,
Pennsylvania, and New York City is definitely
the way to be exposed to a mixture of different
cultures. Her music will give you a taste of sev-
eral different ones. Island sounds, Spanish
vibes, rap lyrics of urban life, theatrical music,
jazz, and it all comes together to find a middle
ground on this album. It’s the feel of the artist
Sting that keeps you listening to hear the next
direction that Nellie will move into. 
Don’t be fooled by the angelic school-girl
portrait on the album cover, which also warns
of explicit lyrics. If you like artists like Alanis
Morrisette, you will want to pick up this album.
The debut album titled “Get Away From Me” is
clearly influenced by jazz, though it gives so
much more. Nellie’s vocals are accompanied
by her own piano compositions and, surprising-
ly, songs comparable to Broadway tunes. Her
talents range from writing all of her material to
playing eight different instruments. It takes a
certain amount of dedication to produce music
on piano, organ, recorder, vibes, chimes, glock-
enspiel, xylophone, and synthesizer. Nellie
adds singing, songwriting, and album cover art
to that mix. Doesn’t that type of musical versa-
tility remind us of Prince? Though Nellie’s
style is uniquely from a female perspective,
you can say that she took control of her music
in more than one facet. It’s her easel and she’ll
surely paint the portraits for you, whether it be
musical, written lyrics, or album art. This way
Nellie shows you the many sides of her. You’ll
hear different sides revealed in her musical
selections as well. Each sound takes you into
another realm. 
The first track, “David,” features a reggae
melody. “Sari” and “Work Song” are made-up
rap lyrics that offer a sarcastic analysis of
American life. There’s a funk essence in “Baby
Watch Your Back.” “I Want To Get Married”
takes you into a jazzy night club scene where
you sip and take in the sultry sound of Nellie‘s
voice. There’s a tone of sarcasm if you can
catch it too. “Toto Dies” has the zest and feel of
a tango that will just cart you away into the next
realm that she has in store for you. It’s a realm
t h a t ’s reminiscent of theatrical Broadway.
“Won’t U Please Be Nice” takes you to a jazzy
1920s scene, only it’s not the type of lyrics that
would have been sung typically during that
time period. Nellie explores the whole idea of
cloning being incorporated into society through
the song titled “Clonie.” 
By compiling numerous genres of music and
sound effects, she’ll captivate you while taking
you from jazz to rap and politics to love on this
two-CD set. It’s a collection of music that has
something for everyone.
Tom Hanks and fellow castmates during a kitchen scene in “The Lady Killers” (Photo/
Melinda Sue Gordon)
Nellie McKay is Sony’s newest break-
through artist. (Photo/ antifolk.com)
By ARTYOM MALKOV
Contributing Writer
As a student, I have never had the benefit of
having a meal that is affordable and yet deli-
cious. It was a surprise for me to discover
something around the corner from Baruch, the
restaurant ANH, which has the authenticity of
Vietnam. But, most importantly, i t ’s still
affordable for almost anyone, including a stu-
dent.
The dining room has the atmosphere consist-
ing of a unique style and the comfortable dim-
ness of light is something any couple would
find intriguing or just for a fun night out with
the buddies. They have a bar, stylishly adding
to the restaurant ability to serve those of us who
have sympathy for a good drink.
The night started out with a selection of appe-
tizers, including the ca bam, a wok-seared
swordfish on toasted sesame crackers, which
has a fiery taste of flavor. A Tom Cuon also
known as a summer roll, with a special ANH
sauce, which added exquisite flavor to the
grilled jumbo shrimp, though may be a little
bit spicy for my taste it is however, will be an
excellent choice for seasoning lovers. I espe-
cially enjoyed the Crispy Vietnamese spring
roll (Gha Gio), wrapped in a lettuce, which pro-
vided a refreshing taste of novelty.
The main course wasn’t a let down from the
high standards set by appetizers. With a crispy
red snapper Ca Chien Don leading the way, not
only a feast for the eye but has also delivered
fabulous flavor. The red snapper was delicious-
ly spicy, an excellent mixture of taste, explod-
ing in your mouth of which any fish lover will
be unexpectedly delighted.
The GA Xao Ca ri- Ginger chicken with a
enjoyable combination, of an exotic mix of
vegetables and fruits. Creating a unique flavor
you will not soon forget. 
Com Tho Ga - the ginger chicken in a clay
pot created sense of authentic Vietnamese cui-
sine, that in the class of its own, with a rice
cooked to perfection on chicken bullion,
adding the aroma of ginger and chicken cutlets
I literally couldn’t stop myself until I dealt with
a whole pot. 
Culmination of the meal was the banana pud-
ding, which consisted of tapioca with a mix-
ture of banana and coconut. This tropical
blend delivers an ambitious mix that is a per-
fect way to end a meal on a high note. The cof-
fee, is brewed on an authentic Vietnamese
recipe is a level above its competitors.
With a reasonable price, you can have a good
meal under $20. The staff is helpful and friend-
ly; you can expect to be served with excellence
and speed, something that is hard to find in
combination.
Ahn gives quality beyond its price. Located
two blocks away from Baruch, between 26th -
27th street and 3rd Ave, it’s a great way to get
to know the Far East kitchen on a closer level. 
Anh has tasty Vietnamese cuisine that’s
easy on the pockets. (Photo/ Zaneta Reid)
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A “True” Taste of Music is Delivered
By Tony C. and the Truth
The Descendents Have a Powerful Debut
The Sleepy Jackson Release A Near Snoozer
By DAVID PAULINO
Contributing Writer
Be forewarned: if a label bills a band as
resembling the Beatles, don’t set yourself up—
their not. The Beatles are the most influential
rock band of all time; so far ahead of its time
and still relevant enough to talk about. So
right off the bat Astralwerks sets up this poten-
tial sensation into a potential fall.
Luke Steele heads “The Sleepy Jackson,” a
singer that spends the 44 minutes the album
Lovers clocks in harmonizing about the ups
and downs of love with mostly abstract-like
lyricism. The soundscapes of the album range
from cheerful psychedelic settings reminiscent
of a cool summer breeze, to more morbid back-
drops, such as “Fill Me With Apples.” The
writing, as mentioned, has superbly majestical
hook and once-in-a-while captivating lyrics.
On “Vampire Racecourse,” Luke laments
“You’re so cold you won’t even know it, your
love’s so cold you’re frozen in love, your fam-
ily’s got one foot in the graveyard—You’re
dead alone.”
However, not all the LP’s lyrical moments are
as brilliant. On the uninspiring “Acid In my
Heart,” Steele says how “It’s true, I never had
no fun with you, now there’s acid in my heart,
It’s time to get you off my mind, cause there’s
acid in my heart.” Guess that took a lifetime
of scratching and burning lyrics to write!
Worse, the album shifts through many genres,
never building up any cohesiveness.
“Morning Bird,” is an interesting, child-sung
track, but makes the album seem schizophrenic
with its sudden swing in singer. “Don’t you
know,” (arguably the albums most interesting
moment) employs an orchestra-like assembly
of instruments and back-up female singers,
while “Mourning Rain” (the albums closer)
seems poles apart, being a more modest coun-
try track.
Had “The Sleepy Jackson” opted to make the
LP a fully acoustic effort rather than mimic
Beck and just mix everything together, it could
of definitely been a better LP. R.E.M. proba-
bly loved many genres that greatly differed
theirs, but they stuck to their musical guns and
made timeless LPs based on their now classic
folk-rock sound…but perhaps it still wouldn’t
have helped (much). To be frank, even at its
best, “Lovers” is only a few spins, maybe a
weeklong listening experience.
I won’t exaggerate my disappointment and
suggest this LP is the cure for insomnia.
Nevertheless, for casual rock fans (like
myself), the album is a two out of five. For
diehard fans of The Flaming Lips (which
Rolling Stones suggests are their kindred spir-
its on the cover sticker), the album can be
knocked to a three. At least the album isn’t
longwinded (aka—thank God this album isn’t
60+ minutes).
On another plus side, on MTV.com, Luke
Steele talked about loving an opportunity to
work with Pharrel (of, duh, the
Neptunes/N.E.R.D.). N.E.R.D. has success-
fully worked with bands like spymob, making
beautiful music together. You’re a Baruch stu-
dent—do the math!
Cover of The Sleepy Jackson’s debut LP “Lovers.”  (Photo/ bbc.co.uk)
By STEPHANIE DAYE
Contributing Writer
Rock music is not quite my cup of tea, but
after listening to the rough and somehow
smooth sounds of Tony C. and the Truth, I think
I may have a change of heart.  One of the first
things you notice when going through the
“Truth experience” is the dynamic voice of the
lead singer, Tony C.  His husky tone, which
was obtained in part by years of hard drinking
and his pack-a-day habit, vibrates with every
note – along with the guitar strings.
With a name like Demonophonic Blues, one
cannot help but to be curious about what exact-
ly this album has to offer.  But, don’t let the
name scare you.  When you hear the intense
instrumentals and the unique music composi-
tion, you’ll understand.
It’s got a little bit of everything: a little rock,
a little funk, a little soul and a little blues.  With
the occasional hint of harmonica playing, a lot
more hard-hitting drum rhythms, a lot of bass,
a whole ‘lotta guitar, and even a little turntable
action, Tony C. and the Truth dish up a pretty
hefty plate.
Who exactly are Tony C. and the Truth?  The
six-member group consists of: Tony C. (vocals,
g u i t a r, harmonica); Patrick Halley (guitar);
John Harvey (Bass); Jason Moscartolo (guitar);
DJ Prestige (turntables); and Tobias Ralph
(drums).  Tony C., who dropped out of school
in the eighth grade, is from upstate New York.
Halley, a guitar player, has known Tony the
longest.  As the story goes, he left his corporate
life in Washington, D.C. to join Tony’s band.
Harvey, the bass man, is a proud New Jersey
native who often serves as the caretaker of the
group.  Moscartolo, another guitar player, born
and bred in Boston, is an amateur everything.
He boxes, acts and writes.  Ralph, who plays
the drums, is a seasoned drummer – he began
teaching drum clinics at the age of 16 – who
has backed everyone from Rod Stewart to
Duncan Sheik. Last but not least is Prestige.
Prestige is a prolific collector of rare vinyl, who
once owned a skate shop.
As far as the content of Demonophonic Blues,
which has a release date of May 25, according
to the big, fat parental advisory slapped on the
front of the cover, you shouldn’t consider buy-
ing this CD for your 13-year-old son, daughter,
cousin, or whatever. Personally, however, I
don’t really feel that the lyrics are that bad –
compared to some of those other songs we’re
familiar with.  Besides a few curse words here
and there and a few sexual references that most
pre-teens shouldn’t be able to catch on to any-
way, the CD is pretty clean.
This group tells it like it is.  There’s no fluff
in this 13-track CD, which includes their ver-
sion of The Beastie Boys anthem, “Fight For
Your Right (To Party).” Listeners might be sur-
prised when they find out that each track was
recorded at Tony’s “compound,” a couple of
trailers and an old barn.  Thanks to their music
label, Lava Records, it’s now a barn equipped
with the most sophisticated recording equip-
ment that’s available.
So, for all of you music lovers out there look-
ing for a little bit of “truth,” Demonophonic
Blues is the CD for you.  Enjoy!
Tony C. and The Truth during a live stage performance. (Photo/ freezeonline.com)
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Long before Good Charlotte and New Found
Glory charmed mallrats everywhere with their
pop-heavy punk, there was The Descendents.
Twenty two years ago, the upstart California
punk band released their first full-length, “Milo
Goes To College.” The record’s 15 songs were
each blink-quick bottle rocket blasts of energy
about girls, rejection, self-loathing, and all
things geek. Catchy hooks and lovelorn lyrics
clashed with the over-caffeinated pulse of their
rhythm section. But the melodic punks failed to
capture an audience amidst the overproduced
inanity of early ‘80s New Wave. Twelve years
later, Green Day stormed onto the post-grunge
airwaves with a slicker version of the
D e s c e n d e n t s ’ model and sold millions of
records. Blink 182 followed suit in the late
‘90s. Today, bands of their ilk are common-
place on MTV and radio. Ask the average pop-
punk fan who The Descendents are, however,
and watch the blank, dull, puzzled stare.
Though they remain relatively obscure in
spite of their sizeable influence, T h e
Descendents have returned this year with their
first album in nearly a decade. Cool To Be You
features the same caustic power chords, that
identical blitzkrieg-bopping drum assault, and
the occasional juvenile turns of phrase that con-
stitute pretty much every album this band has
released. These traits have been endlessly imi-
tated – in some cases, all the way to the
Billboard Top 10 – but The Descendents’ new
record will never be confused with that generic
new pop-punk CD being piped into your local
Hot Topic. The bands that owe them a rather
large sonic debt tend to saturate their hook-
heavy high school harangues with impeccably
glossy production. But The Descendents’ latest
is a pure, Pro Tool-free, punk rock record. 
This being pop-punk after all, love songs
dominate Cool To Be You’s 14 tracks. On the
a l b u m ’s opener, “Talking,” a jaded lover
bemoans the difficulties of communication
after years of being in a relationship. It’s hard
to imagine someone putting a melody to the
phrase “yadda yadda yadda,” but T h e
Descendents pull it off (quite infectiously, too).
“Nothing With You” finds lead singer Milo
Auckerman longing to shirk his adult responsi-
bilities and sit around all day with his wife.
“I’m not lazy, I’m in love,” he sings, while his
Descendents attack the lyrics with the punk-y
pep of a band two decades younger.
“She Don’t Care” is more bitter. Written by
bassist Karl Alvarez, the song’s narrative sug-
gests that the effects of touring were too much
for his “wife, lover, and best friend” to handle.
Auckerman sings, “I recognized the sacrifice
she made to be with me / I said, when you want
to, you can leave.” After over twenty years of
writing songs, love (with all its highs and lows)
remains The Descendents’ dominant muse.
Politics, something not often touched on by
these seminal sentimental punks, make their
way into the lyrics of album highlight
“’Merican.” Fed up with the blind nationalism
of post-9/11 America, Auckerman lists some of
the good (Ben Franklin, Walt Whitman) and a
bit of the bad (slavery, Vietnam) parts of United
States history, noting that a true patriot must
have a deep understanding of both. He sings,
“I’m proud and ashamed every fourth of July /
You have to know the truth before you say that
you’ve got pride,” sounding a bit like a Cliffs
Notes synopsis of political punks Bad
Religion’s whole career. In terms of subject
matter, though, “’Merican” is a pleasant change
of pace from this notoriously set-in-their-way
group.
The pro-nerd, anti-jock ethic that dominated
early Descendents albums shines through on
the hilariously silly “Mass Nerder.” Even
though these guys attended high school before
the original Star Wars trilogy was completed,
they sound like they still know the sting of
being picked last in gym class and never get-
ting the girl. Auckerman sings: “I don’t got no
biceps, don’t got no pecs / But I’ll read you
under the table with my specs!” –an amusingly
poignant cry for dweeb empowerment. 
Who would’ve thought The Descendents
would actually spawn their own long (if
ungrateful) punk lineage? Any regular viewer
of MTV’s “Cribs” can tell you how profitable
pop-punk has been for some of their progeny,
like Blink 182 and New Found Glory. “Punk
rock won’t pay the bills,” sings Milo
Auckerman on Cool To Be You’s “Maddie.”
Something tells me he’ll never be on that show.
A scene from The Descendents’ music video. (Photo/ vv-sf.com)
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